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ABSTRACT
Due to requirements and continuous design improvement in automobile industries, it has become
mandatory to keep passenger car and seating in automobile to safest at the time of a crash
collisions. Although the rear-end collision stand third among all the different four collision types,
the injuries on passenger after such collision are about one-third of all collisions. This indicates
that improvement of passenger compartment crashworthiness features in rear collision is a
mandatory goal for automobiles companies. In recent years, computer-aided engineering tool have
become great success as the usage of such tools will not only significantly reduce the cost of
performing real crash test, but also saves a lot of time. This thesis is mainly concentrated on the
evaluation of structural damage to a small compact car in different possible rear end collision
scenarios, then evaluation of responses and potential injuries of occupant with head restraint versus
without head restraint. To achieve this, simulations are performed in the LS-DYNA with finite
element (FE) models, rigid barrier as well as deformable barrier according to the Federal Motor
Vehicle Safety Standards (FMVSS) 301R Fuel System Integrity regulations. Based on the
acceleration obtained at the driver seat of target small vehicle, cabin environment which resembles
driver seat is designed in MADYMO with five rigid bodies and with a FE model of the safety belt.
A Hybrid III 50th percentile dummy model is placed in the seat, and the occupant responses are
examined with input acceleration obtained from the earlier FE model rear end collision
simulations. In addition to this rear collision configuration, rear offset collision, rear oblique
collision and oblique offset collision are also modelled in software and examined. The results
obtained from this study illustrate the difference in the structural damage and injury potential to
the car occupant in rear-end collision between the new and old FMVSS 301 regulations, as well
as different rear end collision scenarios.
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CHAPTER 1
INTRODUCTION

1.1

Background
The automobiles of today have been evolved around 100 years ago and since then there

has been tremendous increase in design and safety features in automobiles. As Automobiles are
the most common mode of transportation, the interest towards increasing in additional features
and safety measures has been constant. There are various types of collisions in the real world, but
so far passenger car collisions are the most dominant. Figure 1.1 illustrate the percentages of
various collision scenarios.

Figure 1.1 Various Types of Crash Collisions (NHTSA, 2014).
In the present day, all the automobile companies are trying to keep their passengers and
vehicles in highest safety region. This is because the structural damage occurred to car and injuries
caused to a passenger after accident is quite an important issue. There was an estimate that the
USA lost more than 35,000 people in road accidents in 2015, which is increased by 7.2 percent
when compared to 2014 stats (Federal Highway Administration).
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Recent statistics show that there are around 14 Million people getting treated every year
after automobile accidents and this has been increasing like fire, an additional 2.35 million are
injured or disabled. There is an estimate that in every three minutes, a person dies in car collisions.
Over 1,600 children under 15 years of age die each year. Nearly 8,000 people are killed in crashes
involving drivers ages 16-20. Road crashes cost the U.S. $230 billion per year, or an average of
$820 per person. Road traffic injuries are predicted to become the fifth leading cause by 2030.
The collisions can occur in different modes ranging from a larger truck hitting a bike to a
compact car hitting SUV. The four main types of passenger car collisions are Rear Collisions, Side
Collisions, Front Collisions, and Rollover Crashes. Each type of crash is associated with different
distribution of impact, different causes, different patterns and different variation of risk after
accident. In United States, Rear Collisions are the third most common type collision after Front
Collisions and Side Collisions being first and second most common type respectively. Front
Collisions constitute more than 50 percent of all accidents and serious injuries associated with it.
Rear end Collisions constitute of approximately 29 percent of all accidents, but the number of
injured occupants after collisions are around 46 percent of total affected people (NHTSA, 2016).
Figure 1.2 show the total number of persons injured based on various directions of impact.

Figure 1.2 Number of Injured Occupants After Different Crash Collisions (NHTSA, 2016).
2

Rear collision stands top for whiplash injuries in both low and high-speed crashes.
According to National Highway Traffic Safety Administration (NHTSA) nearly one third of the
motor vehicle accidents are the result of Rear-End Collision. Rear-End collisions can cause
traumatic and serious injuries to the passengers irrespective of speed of collision. High speed rear
impacts not only affect passenger, but also create great percentage of structural damage to the
target vehicle. NHTSA estimates that, out of the 6 million car accidents that happen on U.S. roads
every year, over 40% of them (2.5 million) are rear-end collisions. A Rear End Collision is a traffic
accident where in a vehicle crashes with another vehicle in front of it. Typical Rear End collisions
are shown in Figures 1.3 through 1.6.

Figure 1.3 Toyota Yaris Rear End
Collision with Nissan Versa (Wikipedia, 2017)

Figure 1.4 Dodge charger in Rear Collison
with Honda accord (Wikipedia, 2017)

Figure 1.5 Buick Verna with Mazda CX5
(Wikipedia, 2017)

Figure 1.6 Dodge Neo with Nissan Quest
(Wikipedia, 2017)
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1.2 Common Causes of Rear-End Collisions
Tailgating: When a driver is tailgating, person is violating the traffic law of maintaining a
safe distance from other vehicles. In addition, it makes impossible to stop in emergency when the
vehicle in front it slams on brakes suddenly.
Distracted Driving: It only takes a few seconds of distracted driving where the driver’s
mind and eyes are not on his driving to miss a vehicle slowing down or braking. Eating, drinking,
reading GPS, texting, talking on a phone, and looking at instrument panel are some of the common
distractions that cause a driver to rear end another vehicle.
Driver Intoxication: When a driver is intoxicated due to drug use or alcohol consumption,
reaction time is slowed and his general driving abilities impaired. This could result in failure of
judging time, failing to see vehicles in front of him and failing to take fast actions when required
can cause a rear end wreck
Weather conditions: Rain, ice, snow, fog can reduce the visibility of driver. In these
scenarios if automobile driver is little less careless then driver can easily slide into back end of
another motor vehicle and it is hard to stop in those uneven conditions of road.
Speeding: This is most dangerous way for rear end collision. A speeding driver is not at all
accurate about space between vehicles.
Constructions Zone and Road Conditions: Potholes, hidden sign, bend or broken boards,
malfunction of lights, sudden diversion, more than Ninety-degree turns can all be contributing
factors in rear-end collisions.
Faulty brake lights, vehicle breakdowns and Mechanical Failure: Malfunctioning of lights
can misguide the driver who is following too closely, keeping focus on lights driver may not put
brakes and drive into front vehicle. Sudden stop of vehicle, failure of parking lights will also

4

contribute there share to rear collision. Figure 1.7 illustrate the distribution of common causes of
rear end collisions.

Figure 1.7 Common Causes of Rear-End Collisions (NHTSA, 2016).
1.3

Injuries Associated with Rear-End Collisions
Common injuries that people suffer are: Closed head injuries including traumatic brain

injuries, Whiplash and Neck injuries with Face and head injuries due to airbags, Back injuries such
as compression of the discs or spline, Broken bones, Knee injuries, hand and arm injuries, Seatbelt
injuries, Neck pain and stiffness, Blurred vision and headache, Decreased range of motion,
Burning sensation, tingling, and dizziness. Distribution of injuries by body region are shown in
Table 1.1.

5

Table 1.1 Distribution of Injuries by Body Region (SWOV, Lankarani Lecture Notes, 2017)
Main Group

Lateral Collisions

Front to Front

Rear Collisions

Skull & Brain

23.7

20.0

14.4

Face

11.2

21.1

7.2

Neck

4.4

3.7

51.6

Thorax

20.2

16.9

6.8

Abdomen

2.6

2.3

0.4

Back

2.4

1.3

4.0

Pelvis

5.0

1.3

0.4

Arms

16.0

13.6

7.2

Legs

14.5

19.8

8.0

100%

100%

100%

Total
Neck Injuries:

The main injuries can possibly happen to a passenger during rear collision are nerve
damage, disc damage, rupture of ligaments in neck, fracture of cervical vertebrae and Whiplash.
When a vehicle is struck from rear, it is accelerated forward causing the seatback to push against
occupant’s torso and propel it forward. The head lags the torso where in the neck reaches the
permissible limit, therefore head is suddenly accelerated by the neck force. The neck motion when
it is subjected to sudden rear ward motion is called as extension, as shown in Figure 1.8 and
similarly when it protracts, the motion is called as flexion, as shown in Figure 1.9.
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Figure 1.8 Steps of Extension Movement of Neck During Rear End Collision (Svensson, 2000)

Figure 1.9 Steps of Flexion movement of Neck During Rear End Collision (Svensson, 2000)
During typical rear end collision, the struck vehicle is subjected to a forceful forward
acceleration. In the initial stage the neck is subjected to swift rearward translational motion
(extension), later the head will rebound forward by flexing its neck (flexion). This has been a very
serious problem in rear collision, much research is going on constantly to reduce this effect. These
days Head restraints are used to limit the neck motion during rear end collisions.
Modes of Injury:
Most prominent injury modes are Tension-Flexion injury, Tension-Extension Injury,
Compression-Flexion Injury, Compression-Extension Injury. In Tension-Flexion injury, forces
resulting from inertial loading of the head neck system can result in flexion of the cervical spine
while it is being subjected to a tensile force. Tension-Extension injury is combination of tension
and extension of the cervical spine, which involves the soft tissues of neck and pain, is believed to
reside in joint capsule of the articular facets of the cervical vertebral. In Compression-Flexion
injury forces acting on posterior-superior quadrant of the head, the neck is subjected to combined
7

load of axial compression and forward bending. Frontal impacts of head with neck in extension
will cause Compression-Extension injuries.
1.4

Injury Severity
Biomechanical response from impact loading, mechanical changes experienced by human

body can go beyond recoverable limits resulting in damage to anatomical structure and altering
the normal function. The mechanism involved is called injury mechanism and severity of resulting
injuries are called as “Injury Severity”.
Table 1.2 AIS Injury Distribution in Detail (TNO theory, 2003)
AIS Category

Injury

1

Light brain injuries with head ache, loss of consciousness, light cervical

Minor

injuries, whiplash and abrasion
2

Moderate

Concussion with or without skull fracture, less than 15-minute
unconsciousness, corneal tiny crack, detachment of retina.

3

Serious

Concussion with or without skull fracture, more than 15-minute
unconsciousness without severe neurological damages.

4

Severe

Closed and shifted or impressed skull fracture, more than 12 hours
unconsciousness with haemorrhage in skull.

5

Critical

Concussion with or without skull fracture, more than 12 hours
unconsciousness with haemorrhage in skull.

6

Survival

Death partly or fully damage of brain stem or upper part of cervical with

Not sure

injuries of spinal cord.
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`

There are several physical parameters that correlates with the injury severity of the body

after being examined, post-accident. The most widely accepted scale is Abbreviated Injury Scale
(AIS). The AIS distinguishes the injuries as shown in Table 1.2.
1.5 Injury Criteria
An injury criterion can be defined as biomedical index of exposure severity and potential
for induced injury with respect to its magnitude. Accelerations, Relative velocities, joint constraint
forces are considered for evaluation of injury criteria. The Injury criteria for occupant if a car
included in rear end collision can be divided into categories and NHTSA evaluate person
depending on two divisions. They are
•

Neck Injury Criteria (FNIC)

•

Neck Injury predictor (Nij)

Neck Injury Criteria (FNIC):
Peak forces and moments in the upper and lower neck often assess neck injury. The element
FNIC is used to discriminate with the NIC criterion for rear impact neck injury assessment that is
based on the motion of the head relative to the thorax. (MADYMO manual theory, 2003) The
FNIC is a measure of the injury due to the load transferred through the head/neck interface. The
FNIC consists of three components, they are the neck axial force, neck shear force and neck
bending moment about a lateral axis at the head or neck interface.
Biomechanical Neck Injury Predictor (Nij):
The Biomechanical Neck Injury Predictor (Nij) is measure of injury due to load transferred
through the occipital condyles. This injury parameter combines the neck axial force (Fz) and
flexion/extension moment about occipital moments (My). Nij is the collective name for four injury
predictors, they are:
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•

Tension Extension (NTE)

•

Tension Flexion (NTF)

•

Compression Extension (NCE)

•

Compression Flexion (NCF)

The Equation (1.1) is used for calculating Nij,

(1.1)
Where
Nij = NTE/NTF/NCE/NCF
Fz = Axial Load
My= Extension/Flexion moment around neck
Fint and Mint = constants that depend on dummy and neck load conditions.
Peak loads, moments and neck injury predictor (Nij) threshold values of Hybrid III 50th percentile
male dummy are shown in Table 1.3.
Table 1.3 Critical Injury Values (NHTSA, 2003)
Tension

3300 N

Compression

4000 N

Flexion

190 N.m

Extension

57 N.m

Neck Tension Extension (NTE)

1.0

Neck Tension Flexion (NTF)

1.0

Neck Compression Extension (NCE)

1.0

Neck Compression Flexion (NCF)

1.0
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1.6

Structural Damage
Structural damage is a damage to any component of a vehicle that is part of the main

structure of the vehicle, and any component designed to provide structural integrity. Examples of
these components include the lower frame rails, any upper frame rails, windshield frames, rear
window frames, bumper, and fuel tank.
One of the most important safety features of a car is the one that cannot be seen, the car’s
structure or the frame. While many people talk about car frames, most US vehicles today are built
on an integrated unibody structure. Car’s structure or frame is the foundation on which the entire
car is built.
When a car is struck from behind, or hits someone else, the force ripples through the car.
Aside from the obvious damage that can be seen, there could be car frame damage that cannot be
noticed. For instance, when a car is rear ended, it may be obvious that the bumper needs to be
repaired. What may not be as obvious, however, is car frame damage near to one of the wheels.
This damage creates a weak spot on vehicle, making it more susceptible to further damage during
ordinary driving, and causing more burden in future repair bills.
Structural damage happens when the car is impacted at one of the pivotal sections of its
structure, and is bend, shifted or otherwise damaged. Even though the car may appear to not have
suffered much damage, the unseen damage can be more severe.
1.7

Literature Review
Several sources regarding collision are clubbed together and research papers concentrating

on rear end collision with MADYMO occupant responses are separated to maintain a source of
injuries associated, and track of progress occurred during various rear-end collision scenarios. In
1998, beginning days of evaluation of fuel integrity system regulation FMVSS 301. (Ragland,
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1998) studied the effects of different vehicles with FMVSS 214 deformable barrier. The study
does concentrate on amount of fuel leakage occurring when barrier hit different vehicles with
different speeds. In conclusion, the study has validated the chest and head measurements of
passenger Hybrid III anthropomorphic test device (ATD) with respect to standard FMVSS 208.
(Kleinburger, et al., 1999) used the computational modelling approach to better understand
the effects of head restraints on the risk of cervical injury under rear impact conditions. The study
was done by varying height and back set of seats with dummy over a wide range. Due to
unavailability of dummy in those days, a human surrogate with sophisticated neck properties was
used. In conclusion the study demonstrated that increase in head restraint height from 27.5 inches
to either 29.5 inch or 31.5 inch above seating reference point will substantially reduce loads on
cervical spine and reduce the neck injuries during low speeds.
(Heinrichs, 2001) has compared both front and rear end collisions with five pickup trucks
and compared the collision severity with vehicle to vehicle collision and with barrier collision. In
all cases bumper damage and high-speed collision videos were recorded and average crushes
obtained are noted. Finally, the study showed a significant correlation between barrier and vehicle
crash values.
(Patel, 2003) had studied the rear impact in light trucks and potential injuries to the
occupant. Neck injury values of Hybrid III 50 percentile dummy with head restraint and without
head restraint were examined but without taking seat belt effect into consideration. The
acceleration pulses were obtained by performing different rear end collision using Geo Metro,
Chevy truck and Ford Taurus at different low speeds of 5mph, 10mph and 20 mph.
(Derosia, et al., 2003) obtained acceleration pulse by performing rear sled test and
evaluated injury criteria of 5th, 50th and 95th percentile Hybrid III dummies. In first step, each
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dummy was placed in standard automotive seat with head restraint. Then in second step the
distance between head restraint and back of dummy is varied from 0mm,50mm and 100mm. Nij
values of 5th female, 50th male and 95th male was compared for increasing back set distance.
(Ranganatha, 2003) performed parametric study of Neck loads during different low speed
rear impact crash scenarios. Initially simulation of Ford Taurus hitting a fixed deformable barrier
at different low speed i.e., 9.4 mph, 14.31 mph, 21.47 mph were performed and examined. The
acceleration pulses at driver seat are recorded for compatible G values those are 8g, 15g and 20g.
With variation in seat back angle 9 degrees, 22 degrees and 35 degrees, parametric neck loads of
TRID model dummy and Hybrid III 50% dummy were observed.
(Butala, 2004) studied the neck injuries of Rear Impact Dummy 2 (RID 2) and Biofidelic
Rear Impact Dummy II (BIORID II) under various rear end impact scenarios. In first step, rear
collision, rear offset collision, and rear angled collisions between Ford Taurus (1993), Chevy
pickup (1994) and Geo metro (1994) with speeds varied from 5mph, 10mph were performed and
examined. The acceleration pulses are extracted at CG of target vehicle and responses of both
dummies were compared for all different speeds and different collisions.
(Jagan, 2004) has optimized vehicle interior vehicle configurations at low speed rear-end
collision. In his first step, LSDYNA simulation of Ford Taurus hitting a fixed deformable barrier
was observed and acceleration pulse at driver seat node were taken for low speed 11mph. Later,
the Nij values of Hybrid III dummy with variation in seat back angles (9 degrees and 22 degrees),
with variation in head restraint position respect to CG of vehicle, with variation of seat cushion
properties were examined briefly. The study concluded that higher seat back angle lower neck
injury loads and better the seat cushion properties lower the whiplash effects.
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(Avery, 2006) revealed that the bumper beam was the key feature in determining the
severity of the damage to the vehicles in low speed impacts. For part of study the conclusion was,
geometry of the bumper beam determines the ability to maintain alignment between the underlying
crash structures, which influences its ability to few areas of vehicle. Total study included two
variations at 15 kmph, in it the first test was to front impact into rigid barrier with 40 percent
overlap and angled 10 degrees and the second test was 40 percent overlap rear impact with same
barrier, car and angles. The geometry of vehicle pairings resulting in underride and override are
studied carefully.
1.8

FMVSS Regulatory Standards

1.8.1 FMVSS 301 Regulation
The National Highway Traffic Safety Administration has a legislative mandate under Title
49 of the United State code, Chapter 301, Motor Vehicle Safety, to issue Federal Motor Vehicle
Safety Standards (FMVSS) and Regulation to which manufacturers of motor vehicle and
equipment items must conform and certify compliance.
These Federal Motor Vehicle Safety Standards has been written in terms of minimum
safety performance requirement for motor vehicle and equipment items. These requirements are
specified such that “public is protected against risk of crash, design of vehicle, performance of
vehicle, risk of death and injuries in crash”.
Post-Crash fires are most rare occurred when a crash occurs, but they are critically
dangerous events. According to the stats from NHTSA, in 1991 to 2001, 2.5 to 2.8 percent of
passenger cars are involved in post-crash events. NHTSA has issued a final rule for upgradation
of FMVSS 301, Fuel System Integrity for rear impact on December 1, 2003. The amended test
conditions are more comparable with real world crashed than prior standards. The rear impact
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upgrade phased during models 2007 and 2009. From 2007 to 2011, there are about 65 fatalities
every year in post-crash, so NHTSA believes that due to upgradation of FMVSS 301 there is
estimated that it could save 23 lives per year.
FMVSS 301 (Old) Regulation:
In this Regulation, the moving barrier with flat rigid plate impacts rear of the vehicle at
48kmph (30mph) and fully engages the rear of the vehicle. The weight of barrier should be
approximately 4000 pounds. Regulatory standard setup is shown symmetrically in Figure 1.10.

Figure 1.10 FMVSS 301 Old Regulation (NHTSA, 2004)
FMVSS 301R (New) Regulation:
In upgradation, the barrier has been changed to deformable barrier and weight is reduced
to 3015 pounds. Here, the deformable barrier must strike the rear of the target vehicle with 80kmph
(50mph) at 70 percent overlap to target vehicle. The regulatory standard setup is shown in Figure
1.11.
Longitudinal Centreline of Vehicle

Moving Deformable barrier
Impact Velocity = 50mph ± 1mph

20% of W± 50mm
(W = Maximum width of the Test Vehicle)

Figure 1.11 FMVSS 301R New Regulation (NHTSA, 2006)
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1.8.2 FMVSS 202 Standard
The FMVSS 202 is one of regulations, which belongs to the Head Restraints. This standard
specifies requirements for position of head restraints to reduce the frequency and severity of neck
injuries in rear end collision. Current FMVSS 202 states that the load, tension or compression,
flexion or extension of Hybrid III 50th percentile dummy should not exceed the threshold values,
as shown in Table 1.4.
Table 1.4 Current FMVSS 202 Standards (NHTSA, 2012)

Tolerance Limit

Tension

Compression

Flexion

Extension

Nij

3300 N

4000 N

190 N.m

57 N.m

1.0

In Nij, the ‘ij’ represent indices for the four injury mechanisms. They are NTE, NTF, NCE,
NCF, Whereas the first index represents the axial load (tension or compression) and second index
represents the sagittal plane bending moment (flexion and extension). The dummy response must
fall within the shaded box as shown in Figure 1.12.

Figure 1.12 Individual Tolerance Limit of Neck Injury Criteria (NHTSA, 2012)
Position of Head Restraint:
Head Restraint design was proposed to minimize neck injuries and position was placed
according to the standards proposed. The General Service Administration (GSA) standard 515/22
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Head Restraint for automotive vehicles went in to effect in October 1967. It required that head
restraint should be adjustable to 27 inches above ‘H’ point and should be between less than four
inches behind the torso line. Depending on these factors, Restraints are evaluated as good,
acceptable, marginal and poor after performing small sled by placing dummy in place of passenger.
After validating, NHTSA provided perfect position to Head Restraint in 2004, which is shown in
Figure 1.13.

Figure 1.13 Dummy Head Measurements Representing Head Restraint Position (NHTSA, 2004)
1.9

Research Motivation
Post-crash fires are infrequent but critically dangerous event. To reduce the deaths and

injuries to occupant due to post-crash fires, NHTSA issued a rule to upgrade FMVSS 301R
regulation. The upgrade has only concentrated on Post-crash fuel leakage, but it does not evaluate
the structural damage of whole car and fuel tank. Though currently FMVSS check all vehicles
with new regulation, its effect on passenger during crash are not validated till date. It would be of
great interest to start research for studying the structural response of target vehicle after collision
and to study passenger effects.
The rear-end collision can happen in four types and sub divisions of rear end collisions
is shown in Figure 1.14. From figure we can observe that, rear offset collision is most dominant
crash, which takes away 42 percent of total Rear end collisions. Next to rear offset collisions, there
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are direct rear collision (31 percent), rear oblique offset collision (21 percent) and rear oblique
collision (6 percent). So far, the structural response of target car in all these various collisions and
the occupant potential injuries were not examined. Therefore, the interest to develop a computer
modelling simulation and investigate the structural as well as occupant responses of target vehicle
in all possible real-world rear-end collisions was built.

Rear Rear Oblique Oblique
Offset
Offset
Figure 1.14 Distribution of Real Time Rear Collision (NHTSA, 2015)
Butala (2004), studied the neck injuries of Hybrid III 50th percentile dummy with three
different types of rear-end collisions, but the study did not concentrate on effects of seat belt on
the occupant. More over Butala, examined the results at very low speeds and did not evaluate the
structural damage of target vehicle. The interest has quite bit increased with these motivations and
certain objectives were identified before starting study.
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CHAPTER 2
OBJECTIVES AND METHODOLOGY

2.1 Objectives
The goal of this study is to utilize a computational methodology for the evaluation of
structural damage of small compact car and injury potential to occupant in various real-world rearend collisions. To obtain this goal following objectives are identified:
•

To study crashworthiness of representative small compact car (Toyota Yaris) with finite
element barriers, under the old and new FMVSS 301R regulation, with computational
modelling and simulation.

•

To analyse the effect of different barriers on fuel tank as well as whole vehicle and examine
respective deformations.

•

To develop a car seat cabin configuration model in MADYMO with seat belt and a Hybrid
III 50th percentile male dummy.

•

To study the occupant responses and kinematics With and Without the head restraint.

•

To examine the various real-world collisions of the same compact car with a representative
mid-size sedan (Toyota Camry).

•

To observe the structural responses of compact car in various collisions and to examine
occupant responses with and without the head restraint.

•

To examine the neck loads and Nij values of Hybrid III 50th percentile dummy in the
various collision scenarios, and quantify the expected injuries in these different collision
environments.
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2.2

Methodology
Initially, FE model of small compact car (Toyota Yaris) is selected as target vehicle. Two

crash collisions with different finite element barriers are performed. The positions as well as
velocities are assigned according to FMVSS 301R old and new regulatory standards respectively.
Structural responses of whole small compact target vehicle and fuel tank deformation are
examined for collisions with different barriers, and intrusions are calculated. After observing the
intrusions, acceleration pulses at CG of driver seat node of target vehicle are extracted and units
of each plot are changed, to best fit MADYMO working interface.
In MADYMO, based on car seat cabin environment of small compact target car (Yaris), a
seat structure is measured and modelled. The complete model consists of three main parts, they
are: Head Restraint, Seat Structure and FE model of safety three-point belt. Belt is designed as it
resembles the belt used in Yaris, and is extracted to MADYMO with Hybrid III 50th percentile
male dummy (driver seat occupant), to study passenger effects in target vehicle during crash
collisions.
By taking acceleration pulses from CG of driver seat node, MADYMO simulations are
studied with the presence of Head Restraint versus without Head Restraint. Peak loads, moment
and neck injury values of occupant during crashes are observed and the most stringent regulation
is concluded.
For further evaluation same small compact car with a mid-size sedan (Toyota Camry) is
used to study structural and occupant responses for various real-world rear-end collisions.
Considering acceleration pulses at CG of driver seat node of target car, MADYMO simulations
are observed and studied. The kinematics of dummy, peak loads, peak moment and neck injuries
are then examined and tabulated. Methodology is shown briefly in Figures 2.1 and 2.2.
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Small
Compact Car

Rigid Barrier

Deformable Barrier

New Regulation

Old Regulation

Extract Acceleration Plot at Driver Seat Node and Examine Fuel Tank
Response of Target Vehicle
Input Acceleration Values to Designed MADYMO Model with Seat Belt
th
and HYBRID III 50 percentile Dummy

Compare Peak Injury and Neck Injury Values of Occupant

Figure 2.1 Flow Chart of Step-1 in Methodology.
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Mid-Size Sedan Car

Small Compact Car

Rear

Oblique

Rear Offset

Oblique Offset

Extract Acceleration Plot at Driver Seat Node and Examine Structural
Response of Target Vehicle

Input Acceleration Values to Designed MADYMO Model with Seat Belt
th
and HYBRID III 50 percentile Dummy

Compare Peak Injury and Neck Injury Values of Occupant With and
Without presence of Head Restraint

Compare Results and Conclude

Figure 2.2 Flow Chart of Step-2 in Methodology
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2.3

Computer Simulation Tools
Advance in computer simulation techniques and development of Finite element models of

different barriers and vehicles are playing a crucial role these days. As these vehicles have become
more sophisticated over the years in terms of their accuracy, robustness, fidelity and size. The
development multi-purpose crash simulations are the most desired things which research are
concentrating on.
A computer model can include different range of collision speeds, collision parameters,
occupant seating variations, tolerance levels and still they can provide information of
crashworthiness of vehicle like the real accident scenario. Depending on this designing information
manufacturer can provide better and safer automobile. To complete my research, I am involved
with LSDYNA and MADYMO.
2.3.1 LSDYNA
LS-DYNA is an advanced general-purpose Multiphysics simulation software package
developed by the Livermore Software Technology Corporation (LSTC). The package continues to
contain more and more possibilities for the calculation of many complex, real world problems.
LS-DYNA originated from the 3D FEA program DYNA3D, developed by Dr. John O.
Hallquist at Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory (LLNL) in 1976. DYNA3D was created to
simulate the impact of the Full Fusing Option (FUFO) or "Dial-a-yield" nuclear bomb for low
altitude release. The program was initially very simple largely due to the lack of adequate
computational resources at the time. In 1978 the DYNA3D source code was released into
the public domain without restrictions after a request from France.
In 1979 a new version of DYNA3D was released which was programmed for optimal
performance on the CRAY-1 supercomputers. The 1982 release included nine additional material
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models which allowed for new simulations, such as explosive-structure and soil-structure
interactions. In 1986, many capabilities were added.
By 1988 Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory (LLNL) had sent approximately
600 tapes containing simulation software. Hallquist had consulted for nearly 60 companies and
organizations on the use of DYNA3D. As a result, at the end of 1988 Livermore Software
Technology Corporation (LSTC) was founded to continue the development of DYNA3D in a much
more focused manner, resulting in LS-DYNA3D (later shortened to LS-DYNA). Working
interface of LSDYNA software is shown in Figure 2.3.

Figure 2.3 Working Interface of LSDYNA Software
LS-DYNA's specialized automotive features are Seatbelts, Slip rings, Pretensioners,
Retractors, Sensors, Accelerometers, Airbags, Hybrid III dummy models, Inflator models. Other
LS-DYNA applications include Drop testing, Can and shipping container design, Electronic
component design, Glass forming, Plastics forming, mold forming, blow forming, Metal cutting,
Earthquake engineering, Failure analysis.
2.3.2 MADYMO
MADYMO (MAthematical DYnamic MOdels) is a software package for the analysis of
occupant safety systems in the automotive and transport industries. The software was developed
by the Netherlands Organization for Applied Scientific Research (TNO) and is owned and
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distributed by TASS International Software and Services, headquartered in Helmond,
the Netherlands. Recent version working interface is shown in below Figure 2.4. By one author's
estimation, "MADYMO is probably the most widely used multi-body system program for
occupant safety systems.

Figure 2.4 MADYMO Interface
MADYMO has range of product modules with different functionality, they are MADYMO Solver,
MADYMO XMADgic, MADpost, MADYMO Exchange, MADYMO Exchange Assistant,
MADYMO Objective Rating, MADYMO Protocol Rating, MADYMO Converter, MADYMO
Coupling Assistant.
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CHAPTER 3
MODELLING PROCEDURE

3.1

Small Car FE model
To analyse regulatory standards and validate the results of passenger seating in driver seat,

initially a small compact car (Toyota Yaris) is selected as target vehicle. The Toyota Yaris is an
ideal example of small compact passenger vehicle. The National Crash Analysis Centre (NCAC)
has developed a Finite Element Model of 2010 Toyota Yaris through reverse engineering process
at George Washington University. Isometric view of complete Toyota Yaris is shown in Figure
3.1.

Figure 3.1 FE Model of Toyota Yaris (NCAC, 2010)
The detailed model is constructed to include full functional capabilities of suspension and
steering subsystems. Detailed parts of Yaris are shown in Figures 3.2 through 3.4. The complete
model was validated by comparing simulation of NCAP frontal wall impact. Parts are broken down
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into elements such that critical features are represented and are consistent with the implications of
element size on simulation processing times.

Figure 3.2 Details of Front Left Suspension and Steering Subsystems (NCAC, 2010)

Figure 3.3 Details of Inner Door Components (NCAC, 2010)

Figure 3.4 Coarse Representation of Structural Interior Components (NCAC, 2010)
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Material data for the major structural components was obtained through coupon testing,
from samples taken out from original vehicle parts. From the material testing, appropriate stress
and strain values were determined to include in the model for the analysis of crush behaviour in
crash simulation. Total details of Yaris are shown in Table 3.1.
Table 3.1 Toyota Yaris FE Model Summary (NCAC, 2010)

The FE model of Yaris have been validated in several ways to assure that it was on accurate
representation of the actual vehicle. Table 3.2 illustrate the difference in data between modelled
vehicle to original vehicle. There efforts also include, checks for completeness of elements and
adequacy of the actual vehicle.
Table 3.2 Actual Vehicle to FE Model, Comparison Based on Data from Testing at SEAS, Inc.
(NCAC, 2010)
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3.2

Rigid and Deformable Barrier Models
To simulate rear end collision according regulatory standard. Crash between the target

vehicle Toyota Yaris and FE model barriers should be simulated. FE models of both rigid as well
as deformable barrier are shown in Figure 3.5, and details of those barriers are tabulated in Table
3.3. Yaris with one barrier is imported to software LS-DYNA. Contacts are created between barrier
and target vehicle using key word *CONTACT_SURFACE_TO_SURFACE, with a frictional
value of 0.2. A velocity of 30 mph is given to rigid barrier and velocity of 50 mph is given to
deformable barrier to achieve regulation standards. Termination time has set to 25 milliseconds
and time step has set to -1.12e+004. Final setup of both regulations in LSDYNA are shown in
Figures 3.6 and 3.7.

Figure 3.5 FE Model of Rigid and Deformable Barrier (LSTC, 2016)
Table 3.3 Details of Rigid and Deformable Barriers (LSTC, 2016)
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Figure 3.6 Top View of Toyota Yaris Against Rigid Barrier

Figure 3.7 Top View of Toyota Yaris Against Deformable barrier
The positions are finalized based on the regulatory standards and files are uploaded to
LSDYNA software after elimination of errors, to obtain results. After getting results, acceleration
pulses at CG of driver seat are extracted for future evaluations.
3.3

Midsize Car Model
To perform and validate all possible real time rear-end collision in LSDYNA. Toyota

Camry is chosen as bullet vehicle. Through reverse engineering process, all parts of 2012 Toyota
Camry have been disassembled and FE model is designed considering each part. Each part was
catalogued, scanned according to described geometry, measured for thickness and classified by
material type. All data was entered into a computer file and then each part was meshed to create a
computer representation for finite element modelling that reflected all structural and mechanical
features in digital form.
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The resulting FE Vehicle model is shown in Figure 3.8, the complete model has 1.7 million
elements, without the interior components or restraint systems. This detailed FE model was
constructed to include full functional capabilities of the suspension and steering subsystems.

Figure 3.8 Isometric View of FE Model - Toyota Camry (NCAC, 2012)
The set of elements representing the vehicle was translated into an FE model by defining
each as a shell, beam, or solid element in accordance with the requirements for using LSDYNA
software. The average element size used was 6-7 mm with a minimum size of 4mm. The Engine
was modelled with a coarser mesh, as simulation experience has found that it reacts as a large rigid
mass in crashes. It was modelled with a solid block using hexa (brick) elements. The material
density for the engine was defined such that the mass is like the one measured from the actual
engine. The details models of subparts are shown in Figure 3.9 through 3.11 and in Table 3.4.

Figure 3.9 Front Suspension Details of FE Model Toyota Camry (NCAC, 2012)
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Figure 3.10 Details of Modelled Vehicle Body Structure. (NCAC, 2012)

Figure 3.11 Coarse Representations of Structural Interior Components (NCAC, 2012)
Table 3.4 FE Model Summary of Toyota Camry (NCAC, 2012)
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The mass, moment of inertia, and centre of gravity (CG) locations of the actual vehicle
were measured on an inertial table at the SEAS, Inc. Lab. The measured inertial properties for the
vehicle were compared to those generated from the FE model. The weight, pitch, roll and yaw
inertias; and x, y, z coordinates for the CG were found to be similar and within acceptable limits,
comparison values are shown in Table 3.5.
Table 3.5 Comparison of Actual Model to FE Model of Toyota Camry (NCAC, 2012)

3.4

LSDYNA Modelling for Various Rear-End Collisions
To analyse the results of crash, FE models of mid-size sedan car (Toyota Camry) and small

compact car (Toyota Yaris) are imported in software LS-DYNA. The position of bullet vehicle
(Camry) is changed for every step, so that Camry collides with Yaris in different positions and
angles. The positions are considered based on the most percentile of accidents happening in real
world (explained in Research Motivation). Direct Rear-end collision, Rear-Offset collision, RearOblique collision, Rear-Oblique-Offset collision between Yaris and Camry are shown in Figures
3.12 through 3.15.
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Figure 3.12 Top View of Rear Collision

Figure 3.13 Top View of Rear Offset Collision.

Figure 3.14 Top View of Oblique Collision

Figure 3.15 Top View of Oblique Offset Collision.
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In all above collision the termination time is fixed to 25 milliseconds and the time step is
set to -1.12e+004. A rigid floor is created during all four simulations, and contacts are given
between both vehicles and floor with frictional coefficient value of 0.2.
3.5

MADYMO Modelling
To evaluate the occupant response in target vehicle (Yaris), based on the car seat cabin

interior of Yaris, measurements are used to create a model in MADYMO to resemble the original
seat. A three pointer FE model safety seat belt is modelled in CATIA and brought into MADYMO
for further evaluation. Figure 3.16 show the MADYMO model three pointer safety seat belt.

Figure 3.16 Three pointer safety seat belt
Seat cushion properties and foam properties are given to MADYMO seat structure, to study
the occupant response. Figure 3.17 show the MADYMO model seat structure and Figure 3.18
show the Head Restraint Model.
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Figure 3.17 Seat Structure

Figure 3.18 Head Restraint
In research, Hybrid III 50th percentile male test dummy (ATD) is used as passenger to study
peak loads, moments and neck injuries during collisions. The Hybrid III 50th percentile male
dummy developed by TNO Automotive is shown in Figure 3.19. This is the most widely applied
dummy for impact, its size and weight represent an average of the USA adult male population.
There are two more dummies developed to evaluate the remaining USA adult population, they are
5th percentile small female dummy and 95th percentile large male dummy.
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Figure 3.19 MADYMO Model of Hybrid III 50th Percentile Male Dummy (TNO Automotive,
2003)
Hybrid III 50th percentile dummy consists of 69 bodies as shown, with six left and right
ribs. The flexion-torsion restraint model is chosen to study neck and spine joints carefully. The
complete seat structure including rigid bodies, Head Restraint and three pointer safety seat belt is
shown in Figure 3.20.

Figure 3.20 Complete Seat Structure
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The accelerations plots of all the LSDYNA simulations which are performed according to
previous steps are taken and used as input to MADYMO design model. Within this the occupant
responses for different acceleration pulses are evaluated With head restraint seat structure versus
Without head restraint seat structure. The whole MADYMO design model of seat structure
including dummy with head restraint and without head restraint are shown in Figures 3.21 and
3.22.
Contact MB_MB is used to create contact between and rigid bodies (back seat plane,
bottom seat plane, floor plane, ellipsoid, head restraint), whereas Contact MB_FE is used to create
contact between dummy and seat belt.

Figure 3.21 Complete Model With Head Restraint

Figure 3.22 Complete Model Without Head Restraint
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CHAPTER 4
STRUCTURAL AND OCCUPANT RESPONSES ACCORDING TO FMVSS 301R
REGULATION

In this chapter, initially LSDYNA simulations, involving rigid barrier and deformable
barrier are performed. Then structural responses of whole target vehicle and its fuel tank intrusions
are examined to conclude the better stringent regulation. Acceleration pulse of different collisions
are extracted from CG of driver seat node of target vehicle and used as input to MADYMO model,
to study the response of Hybrid III 50th percentile dummy With and Without Head Restraint.
4.1

LSDYNA Simulations

4.1.1 FMVSS 301R Old Regulation
As explained in methodology, initially rigid barrier is imported into LSPREPOST and a
wall size of thirteen thousand mm in length, six thousand mm in width is created. Target vehicle
(Toyota Yaris) is imported to working file, position of car is adjusted such that it will have direct
rear collision with rigid barrier. Contacts are given between barrier and car, car and wall using
keyword AUTOMATIC_SURFACE_TO_SURFACE.
Velocity of 30 mph is converted to LSDYNA working units and given to rigid barrier,
using keyword VELOCITY_GENERATION. Before assigning velocity to rigid barrier, the whole
barrier is chosen as one set-part in DYNA. The complete file with all necessary attachments is
checked for errors and uploaded to LSDYNA to obtain simulations. After getting result simulation,
steps of barrier colliding with target vehicle (Yaris) are shown in Figure 4.1.
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At Time = 0 ms

At Time= 25 ms

At Time = 50 ms

At Time = 75 ms

At Time = 100 ms
Figure 4.1 Simulation of Rigid Barrier with Toyota Yaris
After obtaining LSDYNA simulation results, acceleration and velocity with respect to time
are extracted from driver seat node. Figures 4.2 and 4.3 show the acceleration as well as velocity
at CG of driver seat node (5001828) of target vehicle (Yaris) respectively. Maximum acceleration
of 26.667 g is obtained at simulation time 91 millisecond, is the time when barrier is in complete
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crash contact with target vehicle. Peak Resultant velocity of 12.889 meter per second is observed.
Due to conservation of momentum the velocity is reduced gradually.

Figure 4.2 Acceleration Plot at Driver Seat Node in Yaris with Rigid Barrier

Figure 4.3 Resultant Velocity at Driver Seat Node of Yaris with Rigid Barrier
Structural Response of Whole Vehicle:
Structural damage to small compact car target vehicle Toyota Yaris is carefully examined
and deformations are shown below. All parts in simulation expect Yaris are disappeared using
keyword *BLANK. The intention of this process is to examine the deformation damage occurring
to Yaris clearly and to have a better look of response in different views. The images of target
vehicle (Yaris) before and after crash collision with rigid barrier are shown in Figures 4.4 and 4.5.
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Figure 4.4 Top view of Yaris Before and After Collision with Rigid Barrier

Figure 4.5 Isometric View of Yaris After Collision with Rigid Barrier
Two nodes, one at each end of Yaris are selected, and based on difference in length between
those two selected nodes, amount of intrusion occurred to whole body are observed. Change in
length between selected nodes before and after crash are shown in Figure 4.6. From figure, initially
the length between two nodes was 4233.3 mm, later due to collision the difference in length came
down to 3819.2mm. The difference explains about the amount of intrusion happened during
collision. Here, there was an intrusion about 414mm in length is observed.

Figure 4.6 Left Side View of Yaris Before and After Collision with Rigid Barrier
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4.1.2 FMVSS 301R New Regulation
Instead of Rigid Barrier, here, FMVSS 301 deformable barrier is imported into LSDYNA
with same target vehicle Toyota Yaris. The position of Barrier is placed according to new
regulatory standards FMVSS 301R regulation. Velocity is increased to 50mph from 30mph
(previous velocity) to match up the standards. During modelling velocity of 50mph is given to
deformable barrier by using keyword *VELOCITY. Set of nodes representing entire barrier are
selected as one node, by using key word *SET_NODE before assigning velocity. After uploading
and obtaining the results, the simulation steps of complete crash collision is shown in Figure 4.7.

At Time = 0 ms

At Time = 25 ms

At time = 50 ms

At time = 75 ms

At Time = 100 ms
Figure 4.7 Simulation of Deformable Barrier with Toyota Yaris
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As target vehicle is same in both the above crash cases, driver seat acceleration and velocity
are taken from same node 5001828 and graphs are plotted and shown in Figures 4.8 and 4.9.
Maximum Acceleration of 26.428g is seen at time 110ms. Acceleration value is seen to be
dropping suddenly after peak value, as barrier is impacting target vehicle very suddenly with high
speeds and there is huge percent of velocity transfer to target vehicle Toyota Yaris from the
deformable barrier.

Figure 4.8 Acceleration Plot at Driver Seat Node of Yaris with Deformable Barrier

Figure 4.9 Resultant Velocity of Driver Seat Node of Yaris with Deformable Barrier
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Structural Response of Whole Vehicle During Collision with Deformable Barrier:
Since deformable barrier has more speed than the rigid barrier, amount of intrusions in
target vehicle (Yaris) are large with deformable barrier. Figures 4.10 and 4.11 show the top view
and isometric view of Yaris before and after collision with deformable barrier.

Figure 4.10 Top View of Yaris Before and After Collision with Deformable Barrier

Figure 4.11 Isometric View of Yaris after Collision with Deformable Barrier

Figure 4.12 Right Side View of Yaris Before and After Collision with Deformable Barrier
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From Figure 4.12, the intrusion values observed is 1045 mm (4165.469mm-3120.46mm),
which concludes that there was an about 600mm more intrusion is seen, when compared to the
intrusion happened from crash with rigid barrier.
4.1.3 Comparison of Fuel Tank Response
For Fuel tank of Yaris two nodes at each corner are marked and depending on change in
length between those nodes, the intrusions are studied. Many parts from car are disappeared by
using keyword *BLANK in LSDYNA, to clearly see the deformations going on with the fuel tank.
Change in length between two nodes on fuel tank, before collision and after collision are shown in
Figures 4.13 and 4.14. The length of fuel rank is reduced by 58.5 mm, because of collision with
rigid barrier.

Figure 4.13 Fuel Tank Before Crash

Figure 4.14 Fuel Tank After Complete Crash
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Figure 4.15 Change in Length of Fuel Tank with Rigid Barrier
Based on two selected nodes on fuel tank, change in length between them is plotted. Figure
4.15 shows the difference in length between two nodes during crash collision between rigid barrier
and Toyota Yaris. The length between nodes was initially 743.5 mm and reduced to 685 mm,
which clears that there was an intrusion of 58.5 mm. The same nodes are selected for simulation
with deformable barrier and change in length is plotted, as shown in Figure 4.16. In collision
between Deformable barrier and Toyota Yaris, it is observed that there the intrusion is about 191.7
mm. Though there is presence of honey comb structure in front of deformable barrier, the fuel tank
intrusions are much more when compared to collision with rigid barrier. Second stop, the velocity
of barrier has increased to 50mph from 30mph which directly increases the kinetic energy of bullet
barrier. In conclusion, there was sufficient increase in kinetic energy with deformable barrier
collision and barrier also creating heavy structural deformations on target vehicle.
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Figure 4.16 Change in Length of Fuel Tank with Deformable Barrier
4..1.4 Comparison of Acceleration Plots
Acceleration plots of both the collision with involvement of different barriers are plotted
together in Figure 4.17. Acceleration pulse of rigid barrier is gradually increasing and slowing
decreasing, creating very easy condition for a car to pass through regulation test. From the
acceleration pulse of collision between deformable barrier and Yaris, though the barrier has
honeycomb structure attached to it, accelerations are seen to be increasing spontaneously creating
more effect on target vehicle as well as the passenger seating inside. Cars which pass through the
new regulatory standard test will be better fit to present world. Though there was not much
variation in values of peak accelerations at driver seat node in target vehicle during both crash
collisions, it was observed that the value obtained from deformable barrier crash is exceeding the
value obtained from rigid barrier crash collision. In Figure 4.17, red solid line indicates the
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acceleration pulse from rigid barrier crash and green solid line indicates the acceleration pulse
from deformable barrier crash.

Figure 4.17 Comparison of Acceleration Pulse due to Crash with Rigid Barrier and Deformable
Barrier.
4.1.5 Comparison of Resultant Velocity
Resultant velocity at driver seat node for both the collision is plotted, as shown in Figure
4.18. Resultant velocity from Deformable barrier crash is exceeding rigid barrier crash by four
meters per second.

Figure 4.18 Comparison of Resultant Velocity
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4.2

MADYMO Simulations

4.2.1 MADYMO Simulation Without Head Restraint
Rigid Barrier:
The acceleration pulse at driver seat node is extracted from LSDYNA simulation and is
collected in the form of [X, Y] pairs. All the values are converted to meter per second square from
g’s to match up with MADYMO working units. The converted acceleration pulse is given as input
to MADYMO model Without head restraint. Before running simulation, sufficient contacts are
given, and control end time is kept as 0.25 sec. After resolving the errors, complete model with
acceleration pulse is processed, and results are obtained. Figure 4.19 show the motion of dummy.

At T= 0ms

At T= 50ms

At T= 100ms

At T= 130ms

At T= 70ms

At T= 200ms

Figure 4.19 Simulation of Dummy without Head Restraint
After observing the motion of dummy during collision, Peak loads and moments values of
dummy are tabulated and shown in Table 4.1. The injury values of Extension and Flexion are
observed to be exceeding threshold values. Neck injury Values are calculated and shown in Table
4.2, it is also observed that the value of Neck Tension-Extension (1.20) has crossed the threshold
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limit (1.0). There are chances that the occupant can have at least 15min of unconsciousness after
this type of crash collisions and may lead to death unless immediate action taken.
Table 4.1 Peak Injury Values of Occupant Under Collision with Rigid Barrier and Without Head
Restraint
Threshold Values

Obtained Value

Time (ms)

Tension

3300 N

2357

112.6

Compression

4000 N

1545

37.8

Flexion

190 N.m

274

44.1

Extension

57 N.m

116

110.6

Table 4.2 Neck Injury Values for Rigid Barrier Crash Without Head Restraint
Nij

Threshold Value

Obtained Value

NTE

1.0

1.20

NTF

1.0

0.89

NCE

1.0

0.16

NCF

1.0

0.23

Deformable Barrier:
The acceleration pulse at CG of driver seat node of Target vehicle (Toyota Yaris) is
extracted. The same process is followed to convert the units of acceleration pulse from g’s to meter
per second square, and the converted pulse is used as input to same model (MADYMO model
Without Head Restraint). After obtaining results, peak load and moments are tabulated in Table
4.3. The neck flexion and extension moment are seen to be exceeding the threshold value.
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Table 4.3 Peak Injury Values from Deformable Barrier Crash Without Head Restraint
Threshold Value

Obtained Value

Time (ms)

Tension

3300 N

2008

120.6

Compression

4000 N

1600

36.1

Flexion

190 N.m

294

38.4

Extension

57 N.m

90

118.6

Table 4.4 Neck Injury Values from Deformable Barrier Crash Without Head Restraint
Nij

Threshold Value

Obtained Value

NTE

1.0

1.05

NTF

1.0

0.95

NCE

1.0

0.16

NCF

1.0

0.23

NTE, Extension and Flexion are exceeding threshold value creating a dangerous
environment to occupant. Even with the absence of Head Restraint in both the cases, it is observed
that all the injuries values increased a little bit with upgrade in regulations.
4.2.2 MADYMO Simulations With Head Restraint
Rigid Barrier:
Here, the same acceleration pulse at driver seat node during collision with rigid barrier is
chosen and used as input to MADYMO model With head Restraint. Head Restraint is positioned
such that it satisfies the NHTSA validated position, and is kept constant throughout the complete
study. Figure 4.20 show the simulation of dummy when head restraint is placed in car seat
environment of target vehicle (Yaris). Because of the usage of Head Restraint to the seat structure,
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the values of Peak moment injuries and Nij are reduced. Head restraint plays a vital role in car
structure which prevent occupant from serious injuries, it also provides support to the neck from
being forced back at the time of rear-end collisions.

At t= 0ms

At t= 50ms

At t= 70ms

At t= 100ms

At t= 130ms

At t= 200ms

Figure 4.20 Simulation of Dummy with Head Restraint in MADYMO
Peak Injury values and Neck injury values are tabulated in Tables 4.5 and 4.6. The peak
injuries values are quite bit decreased with the usage of head restraint. This is because head
restraint is restricting the free bending motion of neck and avoiding the potential injury that may
occur to occupants during collision.
Table 4.5 Peak Injury values for Rigid Barrier Crash With Head Restraint
Threshold Values

Obtained Value

Time (ms)

Tension

3300 N

555

60.8

Compression

4000 N

741

100

Flexion

190 N.m

27

44.1

Extension

57 N.m

33

12.1
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Table 4.6 Neck Injury Values for Rigid Barrier Crash With Head Restraint
Nij

Threshold Value

Obtained Value

NTE

1.0

0.27

NTF

1.0

0.49

NCE

1.0

0.34

NCF

1.0

0.22

Deformable Barrier:
Table 4.7 Peak Injury Values for Deformable Barrier Crash With Head Restraint
Threshold Values

Obtained Value

Time (ms)

Tension

3300 N

656

58.2

Compression

4000 N

827

116.7

Flexion

190 N.m

129

38.4

Extension

57 N.m

37

120

Table 4.8 Neck Injury Values from Deformable Barrier Crash With Head Restraint
Nij

Threshold Value

Obtained Value

NTE

1.0

0.29

NTF

1.0

0.58

NCE

1.0

0.40

NCF

1.0

0.48

In collision between deformable barrier and Yaris, acceleration pulse is extracted at driver
seat node of Yaris and given to MADYMO model with Head Restraint. After resolving the errors,
MADYMO simulations are observed, and then Peak loads, moment, neck injury values are
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tabulated in Tables 4.7 and 4.8 respectively. From tables, it is observed that the injury values have
decreased with usage of head restraint. Head restraint not only eliminate the possible injuries to
occupant but also provide support to neck.
4.2.3 Comparison of Peak moments and Neck Injury Values
For all four scenarios (Collision with both barriers and each case With head restraint versus
Without head restraint), peak moments and neck injury values are tabulated and shown in Table
4.9. NTE, Extension, Flexion values of dummy gradually dropped down with the usage of head
restraint. Without head restraint the values of Tensions and compression were approximately 2000
N and after involving head restraint the values came down around 600 N. Similarly, without head
restraint the Tension-Extension values are beyond threshold values, creating more injury to
occupant during collision. After usage of head restraint, all neck injury values gradually decreased.
Table 4.9 Comparison of All Peak Values
Rigid Barrier
Parameters

Deformable Barrier

Threshold

Without Head

With Head

Without Head

With Head

Values

Restraint

Restraint

Restraint

Restraint

Tension

3300 N

2357

555

2008

656

Compression

4000 N

1545

741

1600

827

Flexion

190 N.m

274

127

294

129

Extension

57 N.m

116

33

90

37

NTE

1.0

1.20

0.27

1.05

0.29

NTF

1.0

0.89

0.49

0.95

0.58

NCE

1.0

0.16

0.34

0.16

0.40

NCF

1.0

0.23

0.22

0.23

0.18
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Though Head Restraint may be as an extra accessory to car, it significantly reduces the
loads applied on neck during crash. To see the occupant response with different barrier, only the
two cases with head restraint are considered. All values are observed to be high during collision
with deformable barrier when compared to collision with rigid barrier. This concludes that due of
absence of head restraint the occupant may get seriously injured.
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CHAPTER-5
SIMULATIONS OF VARIOUS REAL-WORLD REAR END COLLISION SCENARIOS

To achieve second part of objective, various kinds of rear-end collisions as explained in
methodology are performed in LSDYNA with same simulation time of 0.25sec. Friction
coefficient between tires and car (0.2) is kept constant. The four sub-types of rear-end collisions
will be discussed in this chapter in which bullet vehicle (Toyota Camry) hit target vehicle (Toyota
Yaris). The velocity of 50 mph is kept constant for bullet vehicle for all four collisions.
5.1

Direct Rear Collision

5.1.1 LSDYNA Simulation
Mid-size sedan (Toyota Camry) is placed exactly back of small compact car (Toyota
Yaris), to have complete vehicle direct rear collision. Initially the position of bullet vehicle is fixed
then contact is given between car-car and cars-floor. Velocity of 50mph is given to bullet vehicle
to hit target car. Completed file is checked for errors and upload to LSDYNA for results. After
observing simulation response, the steps of crash at different time frames are shown in Figure 5.1.

At Time = 0 ms

At Time = 25 ms

At Time = 50 ms

At Time = 75 ms

Figure 5.1 Simulation of Rear Collision
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At Time = 100 ms
Figure 5.1 (continued)
This type of collision is the second most common collision in real-world rear-end collision.
Though it may seem that passenger in Yaris may affect less, but the injuries associated are more.
We will discuss what type of injuries are associated with this collision using dummy in below
pages. Acceleration plot at CG of driver seat node (5001828) is taken and graph is plotted with
respect to global time, graph is shown in Figure 5.2.

Figure 5.2 Acceleration Plot
5.1.2 MADYMO simulation without Head Restraint:
Acceleration pulse obtained from above LSDYNA simulation is converted to MADYMO
units and given to MADYMO model Without head restraint and dummy responses are studied.
Figure 5.3 show the dummy response for direct rear collision.
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At t= 0ms

At t= 50ms

At t=100ms

At t=130ms

At t=70ms

At t=200ms

Figure 5.3 Simulation Without Head Restraint for Direct Rear Collision
Values of peak tension are tabulated after simulation and they are shown in below Table
5.1. It was observed the values of Flexion and Extension crossed threshold values in absence of
Head Restraint
Table 5.1 Peak Injury Values for Direct Rear Collision Without Head Restraint
Threshold Values

Obtained Value

Time (ms)

Tension

3300 N

1513

151

Compression

4000 N

461

42.7

Flexion

190 N.m

224

3.1

Extension

57 N.m

84

145.9
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5.1.3 MADYMO Simulation with Head Restraint
Head restraint is placed in same position as explained in methodology, and same
acceleration pulse of direct rear collision is given to MADYMO model to examine the occupant
response. Following Figure 5.4 show the movement of dummy when acceleration pulse is given
as input. For detail study peak injury values are noted in Table 5.2.

At t=0ms

At t=50ms

At t=70ms

At t=100ms

At t=130ms

At t=200ms

Figure 5.4 MADYMO Simulation for Direct Rear Collision with Head Restraint
Table 5.2 Peak Injury Values for Direct Rear Collision with Head Restraint
Threshold Value

Obtained Value

Time (ms)

Tension

3300 N

310

87.5

Compression

4000 N

707

89.6

Flexion

190 N.m

104

3.1

Extension

57 N.m

33

12.1
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After careful observing of values, we can clear say that there is significant decrease in peak
injury values with the usage of head restraints. Tension peak value is reduced by more than 50
percentage, letting us know that the injury associated with occupant are greatly reduced.
5.2

Rear-Offset Collision

5.2.1 LSDYNA Simulation
Camry is placed little offset to Yaris, such that it has a 70 percentage of overlap with Yaris.
This type of collisions occurs around 42 percent of total real-world rear-end accidents happening.
Simulation time and time step are kept constant as of previous simulations. Since there was an
offset, contacts were given between complete bullet and target vehicle using keyword
*AUTOMATIC_SURFACE_TO_SURFACE.

At Time = 0 ms

At Time = 25 ms

At Time = 50 ms

At Time = 75 ms

At Time = 100 ms
Figure 5.5 LSDYNA Simulation of Rear Offset Collision
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Figure 5.6 Acceleration Plot
Since the target vehicle is same car, driver seat node number 5001828 is kept constant to
obtain acceleration pulse. Plotted pulse is shown in Figure 5.6. This acceleration plot is changed
into MADYMO input units and saved file is used as input for MADYMO model With and Without
head restraints, the results are discussed below.
5.2.2 MADYMO Simulation:
Acceleration pulse at CG of driver seat node of target vehicle (Toyota Yaris) is
extracted after crash simulation. The extracted pulse is taken in form of [X, Y] pairs, and units are
converted from ‘g’ to ‘mm per s2’. The converted acceleration pulse is taken and used as input to
MADYMO designed model. Accelerations are given to both designed models (with and without
head restraint) and results are compared to see the effects of head restraint on occupant during rear
offset collision. Two simulations are performed, and values are tabulated. Table 5.3 and 5.4 show
the peak loads, moments and neck injury values of occupant during rear-offset collisions With
head restraint versus Without head restraint.
The values of extension and flexion exceeded the threshold value in absence of Head
Restraint, creating more injuries to occupant seating in this condition. With usage of Head
Restraint, all injury values gradually reduced. Though all obtained Nij values does not exceed
threshold value, still the injury values in absence of Head Restraint are quite bit high.
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Table 5.3 Peak Injury Values of Occupant During Rear Offset Collision
Parameters

Threshold Values

Obtained Value

Rear

Without Head

Tension

3300 N

1748

Offset

Restraint

Compression

4000 N

1462

Flexion

190 N.m

244

Extension

57 N.m

84

With Head

Tension

3300 N

310

Restraint

Compression

4000 N

744

Flexion

190 N.m

107

Extension

57 N.m

40

Collision

Table 5.4 Neck Injury Values of Occupant During Rear Offset Collision
Parameters

Threshold Value

Obtained Value

Rear offset

Without

NTE

1.0

0.87

Collision

Head

NTF

1.0

0.77

Restraint

NCE

1.0

0.15

NCF

1.0

0.23

With Head

NTE

1.0

0.28

Restraint

NTF

1.0

0.38

NCE

1.0

0.32

NCF

1.0

0.19
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5.3

Oblique Collision

5.3.1 LSDYNA Simulation
Camry is placed such that the edge of Camry collides with back left edge of Yaris, this type
of collision resembles the 6 percent of rear-end accidents happening in real life scenario. Velocity
of 50mph is converted into DYNA units and given through keyword *INITIAL_VELOCITY.
Since the collision is angled the whole hitting car is given a contact with whole target vehicle
Yaris. Figure 5.7 show the steps of simulation of oblique collision.

At Time = 0 ms

At Time = 25 ms

At Time = 50 ms

At Time = 75 ms

At Time = 100 ms
Figure 5.7 LSDYNA Simulation of Oblique Collision
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Acceleration pulse is taken from CG of driver seat node (5001828) and given as input to
MADYMO model to obtain results and simulation. Figure 5.8 shows the acceleration curve of
crash between Camry and Yaris with 50mph in Rear-Oblique Collisions. There was about 13g
peak acceleration is observed at 130 ms. This is the least peak value observed tin all three-various
real-world rear-end collisions.

Figure 5.8 Acceleration Plot
5.3.2 MADYMO Simulation
Acceleration pulse obtained from rear-oblique collision, is collected as [x,y] pairs. Units
of saved data are converted to be user friendly with MADYMO working units. Acceleration pulse
is given to both MADYMO models, one with head restraint and other without head restraint, to
observe the kinematics and potential injuries of occupant seating in driver seat of small compact
car under rear oblique collisions.
After obtaining respective MADYMO simulations, the data is examined and tabulated.
Table 5.5 and Table 5.6 show that occupant peak loads, moment and neck injury values with the
presence as well as absence of Head Restraint.
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Table 5.5 Peak Injury Values of Occupant During Rear Oblique Collision
Parameters

Threshold Value

Obtained Value

Rear

Without

Tension

3300 N

1292

Oblique

Head

Compression

4000 N

1524

Collision

Restraint

Flexion

190 N.m

194

Extension

57 N.m

60

With head

Tension

3300 N

305

restraint

Compression

4000 N

723

Flexion

190 N.m

97

Extension

57 N.m

27

Table 5.6 Neck Injury Values of Occupant During Rear Oblique Collision
Parameters

Threshold Value

Obtained Value

Rear

Without Head

NTE

1.0

0.52

Oblique

Restraint

NTF

1.0

0.45

NCE

1.0

0.16

NCF

1.0

0.23

With Head

NTE

1.0

0.28

Restraint

NTF

1.0

0.06

NCE

1.0

0.18

NCF

1.0

0.1

Collision
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5.4

Oblique-Offset Collision

5.4.1 LSDYNA Simulation
In this collision, Camry is placed at an angle of 27±2 degrees with respect to centre of axis
of Yaris and placed such that the centre of Camry collides with top left edge of Yaris. Velocity,
contacts, time step, simulation time are kept constant as previous simulations to maintain
consistency. Results obtained are shown in Figures 5.9 and 5.10.

At Time = 0 ms

At Time = 25 ms

At Time = 50 ms

At Time = 75 ms

At Time = 100 ms
Figure 5.9 LSDYNA Simulation of Oblique Offset Collision
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Figure 5.10 Acceleration Plot
5.4.2 MADYMO Simulation
Acceleration pulse obtained at CG of driver seat for small car Toyota Yaris during collision
with Toyota Camry in rear-oblique-offset collision is extracted and units are converted. This pulse
is used as input to MADYMO complete model (with and without head restraint), to evaluate
Kinematics and injury responses of Hybrid III 50th percentile dummy.
Table 5.7 and Table 5.8 show the peak loads, moments and neck injuries of dummy during
crash collision with versus without Head Restraint. Extension and Flexion value are observed to
be exceeding threshold value in absence of Head Restraint. After the usage of Head Restraint all
peak values significantly reduced.
In these kind of scenarios, the occupant is most likely to suffer injuries on a scale of AIS
5. Though the Nij values does not exceed threshold values even in the absence of Head Restraint,
but it was observed that the obtained injury values are more when compared to all other three rearend collisions.
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Table 5.7 Peak Injury Values of Occupant During Rear Oblique Offset Collision
Parameters

Threshold value

Obtained Value

Oblique offset

Without

Tension

3300 N

1892

Collision

head

Compression

4000 N

1524

Flexion

190 N.m

254

Extension

57 N.m

60

With

Tension

3300 N

371

Head

Compression

4000 N

837

Flexion

190 N.m

144

Extension

57 N.m

43

restraint

Restraint

Table 5.8 Neck Injury Values of Occupant During Rear Oblique Offset Collision
Parameters

Threshold Value

Obtained Value

Oblique

Without Head

NTE

1.0

0.91

offset

Restraint

NTF

1.0

0.86

NCE

1.0

0.15

NCF

1.0

0.23

With Head

NTE

1.0

0.38

Restraint

NTF

1.0

0.57

NCE

1.0

0.33

NCF

1.0

0.21

Collision
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5.5

Discussions of Results

5.5.1 Structural Response
After obtaining results of above discussed collisions, Toyota Camry and wall are kept
unnoticeable by using keyword *BLANK to study the deformations damage to target vehicle
Toyota Yaris. For all the four collisions after complete crash collision, Toyota Yaris structure is
observed carefully, and different views are shown in Figure 5.11. The most damage is seen, while
Yaris is in rear oblique offset collision. Though speed of bullet vehicle is constant throughout the
four collisions, the damage occurred to Yaris while it is in rear offset collision is more when
compared to direct rear collision. This is important as it once again satisfies that upgrade of
FMVSS 301R fuel system integrity regulatory standard is appropriate.
Rear Collision

Top View

Front View

Right Side View

Isometric View

Front View

Right Side View

Isometric View

Front View

Right Side View

Rear offset Collision

Top View
Oblique Collision

Top View

Isometric View

Figure 5.11 Structural Response of Yaris in all Different Collisions and in Different Views
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Oblique Offset Collision

Top View

Front View

Right Side View

Isometric View

Figure 5.11 (continued)
5.5.2 Comparison of Acceleration
All the acceleration plots are compared to observe different acceleration of each collision.
Figure 5.12 show all the acceleration plots in single graph, Figure 5.13 compares the peak
acceleration value of four collisions. From figures, oblique offset has highest acceleration peak
value of 28 g, due to which there is greater structural damage and greater occupant injuries when
compared to remaining three collisions. Second highest acceleration is seen in rear offset collision.

Figure 5.12 Comparison of Acceleration Plots
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Acceleration in g’s

Figure 5.13 Comparison of Peak Values of Accelerations
5.5.3 Comparison of Intrusions
Intrusions to target vehicle after crash are examined and using highest intrusion values a
bar graph is drawn, as shown in Figure 5.14. There is 681mm intrusion with direct rear collision,
913 mm intrusion with rear offset, 723 mm intrusion with oblique collision, and 1034 mm intrusion
with oblique offset collision.

Chart Title
Intrusions
Intrusion in mm

1200
1000
800
600
400
200
0
Rear

Rear Offset

Oblique

Oblique offset

Figure 5.14 Comparison of Intrusions of Target Vehicle
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5.5.4 Peak Moments and Neck Injury Values
Based on four acceleration pulses from four rear end collisions, eight simulations are
performed in MADYMO, four with head restraint and remaining four without head restraint. Peak
loads, moment and neck injury value are tabulated in Table 5.9. From table, the Tension and
Compression values have reduced very much with the usage of head restraint. Extension and
Flexion moment injuries came down from exceeding threshold values to below threshold values,
after usage of Head Restraint.
Table 5.9 Comparison of Peak Loads, Moments and Neck Injury Values
Limits
RearEnd

Without
Head
Restraint
With
Head
Restraint
Rear
Without
Offset
Head
Restraint
With
Head
Restraint
Rear
Without
Oblique Head
Restraint
With
Head
Restraint
Rear
Without
Oblique Head
Offset
Restraint
With
Head
Restraint

Tension Compression Flexion Extension NTE NTF NCE NCF
3300 N 4000 N
190
57 N.m
1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0
N.m
1513
1461
224
84
0.84 0.79 0.15 0.23
310

707

104

33

0.27 0.35 0.26 0.20

1748

1462

244

84

0.87 0.77 0.15 0.23

330

744

107

40

0.28 0.38 0.32 0.19

1292

1524

194

60

0.52 0.45 0.16 0.23

305

723

97

27

0.28 0.06 0.18 0.1

1892

1524

254

60

0.91 0.86 0.15 0.23

371

837

144

43

0.38 0.57 0.33 0.21
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When only the four cases involving Head Restraints are observed, due to oblique offset
collision there are more potential injuries to an occupant when compared to other three collisions.
The other conclusion is that due to direct rear collision, there are least injury values. Though the
values of Nij are under 1.0, with usage of head restraint NTE values significantly reduced and
injuries caused to occupant are also decreased.
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CHAPTER 6
CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS
6.1

Conclusions
The goal of this study was to examine and quantify the structural deformations of a small

compact car along with potential injury of occupant seating inside car during the rear end collisions
with FE model barriers (regulatory standards) and various car-to-car collisions.
A computational methodology was used to create an environment which resembles
regulatory standard collision scenarios. A small compact car Toyota Yaris was selected as target
vehicle and crash collisions with both rigid and deformable barrier were performed according to
FMVSS 301R regulatory standards
In initial steps Toyota Yaris structural response and fuel tank deformation during collisions
with FE model rigid and deformable barrier were examined. It was observed that there was about
133mm more intrusion in the fuel tank during the crash with deformable barrier compared rigid
barrier. There was about 600 mm more intrusion is seen in Yaris during collision with deformable
barrier.
In the meantime, depending on car seat cabin environment of target vehicle, a car seat
structure was designed in MADYMO. The whole seat structure consists of four rigid bodies (seat
back plane, seat bottom plane, ellipsoidal plane, floor), Head Restraint, FE model seat belt and
Hybrid III 50th percentile dummy. Acceleration pulse were obtained from performed rear-end
collision at CG of target vehicle driver seat. The extracted acceleration pulse was used as input to
developed model in MADYMO software, to study occupant responses With head restraint versus
Without head restraint.
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Peak Injury Values of extension are seen to be exceeding the threshold limit in the absence
of Head Restraint and value of Neck Tension extension was more than 1 in crash case between
rigid barrier and Yaris without head restraint, this is because of absence of Head restraint which
stops the neck from being forced back and restricts motion to certain limit.
When both cases involving head restraint for collisions with different barriers are observed,
though there were significant decrease in peak injury and neck injury values with usage of Head
Restraint. It was observed that, during crash with deformable barrier, potential injuries were more
compared to values obtained from collision with rigid barrier. Since the Intrusion to Yaris during
collision with deformable barrier were more and occupant responses were high, FMVSS 301R
new regulation is concluded as more stringent regulation and better suit for testing new vehicles.
A mid-size sedan car (Toyota Camry) was chosen as bullet vehicle to hit target vehicle at
various real-world rear-end collisions. Direct rear collision, rear offset collision, rear oblique
collision, rear oblique offset collisions were performed to observe the structural deformations and
occupant responses.
Using computational methodology, the intrusions to Toyota Yaris were examined. From
structural deformations it was observed that during oblique offset collision the vehicle is getting
damaged more. When compared between direct rear collision and rear offset collision, though
speed of bullet vehicle is kept constant (50mph) it is seen that in rear offset collision the intrusion
was more when compared to direct rear collision. This point once again satisfies that upgrade of
FMVSS 301R regulation is appropriate.
All the acceleration pulse from above performed different collision were taken and used as
input to initially developed MADYMO model with head restraint and without head restraint. Eight
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types of simulations were performed, four With head restraint and remaining four Without head
restraint. All simulations are examined carefully, peak injury and neck injury values are tabulated.
It is observed that the Injury Values Without head restraint were quite high and few were
beyond threshold limit. With usage of head restraint, the peak loads, moments and neck injuries
values are significantly reduced. In four simulations With head restraint, it was observed that in
oblique offset collision, potential injuries to occupant were in high alert zone. Acceleration value
at driver seat node, intrusion to target vehicle and peak injury values of occupant were observed
to be high in oblique offset collision when compared to remaining three other collisions.
Overall the study demonstrates the potential for the use of computational modelling and
simulation for evaluation of structural damage to vehicle and quantify the potential injuries of
occupant in real world rear-end collisions.
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6.2 Recommendations
The following recommendations can be made based on results for future research
•

Human body model is relatively new model. Hence, the neck effects and injuries of HBM
with these higher speeds can be performed.

•

The BIORID and RID-II dummy responses can be studied for all different rear end
collision.

•

Dummy responses can be studied by varying the seat angle in MADYMO and by varying
head restraint position.

•

Instead of using mid-size sedan car, bumper deformation and dummy response can be
examined for other types of bullet vehicles such as SUV or truck.

•

Other secondary injury parameters such as HIC and fracture of legs can also be studied in
further research.

•

Dummy neck loads can be studied with different seat cushion properties and by using
different types of seat belts.

•

The same rear-end collision scenarios need to be examined for the other size occupants,
such as Hybrid III 95th percentile male, 5th percentile female, 6-year-old child, 3-year-old
child dummy, etc.
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